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Partnering with Delysia Chocolatier allows you 
to create chocolate that is personalized for 
your business. Select from our wide 
assortment of flavors or work with us to 
develop a unique flavor utilizing your product. 
In addition, our chocolates can be visually 
customized with personalized designs.

Work directly with our award-winning 
chocolatier to develop a unique chocolate 
incorporating your products. These products 
are then made available to sell in your 
establishment, to use for promotional 
opportunities, or to showcase at events.

Our partnership program
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Your products are unique and exciting. Allow us to showcase their exceptionality by 
incorporating them into chocolate. Whether you are looking to incorporate wines, 
spirits, herbs, spices, or another unique ingredient, the opportunities are endless. 

The process

1. Learn about your business, products, and market segment
2. Obtain partnership ingredients (partner ingredients must be provided 

for development and all production orders)

3. Product development (samples provided by request)

4. Discuss options for branding chocolates 
5. Joint marketing plan developed
6. Product released to marketplace

We’d be honored 
to incorporate your 
unique product 
into our finely 
handcrafted 
chocolates to 
create something 
distinctly you.
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Our partnership products
One of our specialties is creating chocolates using 
the rich and fruitful flavors of wine. We are the first 
in Texas to use local wines to create chocolate 
truffles, offering a truly extraordinary experience. In 
addition, we created truffles utilizing The Salt Lick 
BBQ’s famous barbecue sauce. Our award-winning 
dry rub bark blends The Salt Lick’s dry rub – the 
same dry rub used on their brisket and ribs – with 
bittersweet chocolate, offering a sweet but spicy 
finish.

Products that could be developed include:
• Chocolate truffles
• Chocolate barks
• Drinking chocolates
• Caramels

Or come to us with a custom idea … the options 
are endless.
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96-pc bulk truff les

Incorporate into your events
- Select from our menu of 150 flavors or 
develop your own signature truffle

- Serve at special events, sell by the piece, 
or incorporate into wine pairing and 
dessert offerings

- Select up to 4 flavors per box

Pricing  - See Truffles bulk price sheet

9-pc truff le collection

An indulgent option for customers
- Select from 30 standard collections or      
curate your own

- Perfect to retail in your tasting room, retail 
shop, or cafe

- Standard or custom designs available
- Packaged in our signature red or white box
- Select 3 flavors per box
- Dimensions 3.5” x 3.5” x 1“

Pricing  - See Truffle collection price sheet

4-pc truff le gif t

The sweetest thank you gift
- Select from 60 truffle flavors or develop 
your own incorporating your product

- Perfect as wine club gifts, marketing 
events, and client gifts

- Standard or custom designs available
- Packaged in our signature red or white box
- Choose 1, 2, or 4 flavors per box
- Dimensions 3.5” x 3.5” x 1“

Pricing  - by quote

Branded truff les
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Customized chocolate

Let us create something unique for you
- Work with our chocolatier to create a 

unique confection specifically with your 
product in mind

- Packaging dependent on the product

Prices vary based on design and size

Drinking chocolate

An aromatic flavor with your ingredients
- Handcrafted ground chocolate blended 
with your ingredients to create a unique 
drinking chocolate

- Traditionally packaged in 9oz tins
- Also available in bulk

Pricing  - See Drinking chocolate price 
sheet

Chocolate bark

A solid chocolate blend
- Solid chocolate bar customized by 
blending your ingredients into our base 
chocolate

- Packaged in a clear box that can co-
branded to highlight the partnership 
(additional charge)

- Available as 3oz, 7oz, and 16oz packages, 
as well as in bulk to serve by the piece

Pricing  - See Chocolate bark price sheet

Personalized confections
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Branded message

Send a personal thank you
- Include a personal note, message, or 
thank you to your client or team

- Design services available
- Lead time 2-3 weeks + production time

Design fee $50/hr
Up-charge per truffle box $1.25
Up-charge for other packaging   by quote

Personalized design

Custom truffle designs
- Personalize any of our truffles with your  
company name, logo, o branding

- Up to 3 color designs
- Select from 15 ink colors
- Lead time 4-6 weeks + production time

Setup fees
1 color $350
2 colors $500
3 colors $750

Up-charge per box        by quote

Logoed ribbon

Customize your chocolate box
- Personalize any of our packaging with a     
branded ribbon

- Include company name and/or logo
- Select from 10 ribbon and 8 ink colors
- Lead time 2-3 weeks + production time

Plate charge by quote
Up-charge per truffle box $1.25
Up-charge for other packaging  $2.25

Customization options

Pricing subject to change without notice. Rush fees, 
shipping and delivery, or sales tax not included. Allow 
an additional 4 – 6 weeks for customized orders. delysia.comPage 8
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Our partnerships
We are passionate about discovering unexpected, yet perfectly paired flavors. Such 
relationships with Patron Spirits, Becker Vineyards, Tito’s Handmade Vodka, and 
Graham’s Six Grapes have produced truly exceptional truffles. We love working with 
distinctive companies – like Con’ Olio Oils & Vinegars and Garrison Brothers Distillery 
– to incorporate their products into a special line of chocolate creations.
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Ordering process
Whether you are looking for something distinct for your special occasion, need 
assistance selecting the perfect chocolate assortment, would like to visit our Culinary 
Center & Chocolate Boutique, or just need to satisfy your sweet tooth, we’re at your 
service. Take an ordinary day, add chocolate from Delysia Chocolatier, and see what 
extraordinary experiences can be created. 

To place an order, please contact 
our owner & chocolatier, Nicole Patel at:
512.413.4701
nicole@delysia.com

Delysia Chocolatier
2000 Windy Terrace
Suite 2C
Austin, TX 78613
512.413.4701
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